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Elven Distinctives 
 
You can go with elven stereotypes and get started. If you want more flavor, distinctiveness, culture, 
history, and alien perspective, here is a description of how the elves of this game setting are different. 
 

Multi-Dimensional 

 
Elves project a presence in the physical world and in the ethereal plane; their being is not confined to 
one dimension, and because of that, they can feel and shift energy that others cannot even detect.  
 
An architectural example is often used as a short-hand image. Humans are like a barrel vault roof that 

must be low and compact with thick walls because the arch has to hold the weight. Elves are like flying 

buttresses; the weight of the wall is anchored, pushing at the ground, so they can be more slender and 

pointed because their support is anchored in other dimensions as well as Prime.  

First, the changes that are reflected in the character template. 

 Magic. All elves have the capacity to use magic. 
o Inherent ability: Magelore. All player characters have studied at least the rudiments to 

be competent casters.  
o “Fey Resistance” and “Sense Secret” are driven directly by interacting with the world in 

the physical sense and also in its multi-dimensional energies.  
o “Infravision” is not a physical trait, but a magical focus. Normal vision calculates depth 

of vision by instantly comparing information from two eyes. Infravision represents elves 
interpreting surroundings by instantly comparing information in Prime and the ethereal 
plane. 

o Elves who are not adventurers may or may not have studied and developed spellcasting 
ability, but even if they have not, they could focus on that talent and develop it. They 
can still feel magical energy at some level. 

 Aging and Change. Some are more or less tethered to the passage of time and change, but in 
general they age one year in ten compared to the human cycle. Some live a thousand years. A 
few are completely undamaged by time and live until killed, their bodies only changing to reflect 
despair or spiritual weakness. 

o This struggle with change is why elves need to spend 30 Awesome Points to level instead 
of 20. 

o Elves can adapt to circumstances readily enough, but long-term change tears at them.  
o Elves see no irony in considering a nomadic existence fixed and settled. The land itself 

changed little, adjusting over long times. Seasons shifted, fires and floods happened, but 
these were within a normal life cycle. Comparatively, the pace of change in cities and 
civilization is bewildering; mere decades can reshuffle neighborhoods and cultures. By 
the time you figure out who lives in a place they’re dying of age and their grandchildren 
are taking over. 

 
Additional differences may have both tactical and character-driven impact in the game. Ultimately, it is 
up to the GM how common (or optional) these elements are at your game table. 
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 Dreaming/Sleep. Elves don’t sleep. They need four hours of dreaming in a 24 hour cycle, 
uninterrupted. They may or may not close their eyes, but they pull back out of Prime and 
refocus their consciousness in the ethereal plane, re-energizing their bodies and rebalancing 
their existence as best they can. They are very difficult to wake while in this state; the presence 
of changing magical energy may wake them, they experience it like noise that may be a subtle (if 
a magical creature approaches, or someone casts a minor spell) or loud (combat magic). 

 After the Feast. Elves don’t defecate. They only eat what they need, and if they eat too much 
they turn the waste into urine. Those who have studied magic can easily burn extra food waste 
in their spells. Those who have not studied magic cough up excess bits of “processed food” and 
spit them out. 

 Sex. Elves can only create a pregnancy if they are emotionally, spiritually, and physically aligned, 
both internally and with each other. There are exceptions, especially with inter-racial sex or 
magically infused sex.  

o Elves don’t normally prefer the bouncy rutting and wriggling that humans favor. Their 
sex is more like a tea ceremony, with the gravitas and slow adjustments of an eclipse 
over the course of hours or days, inhabiting every nuance as though time was 
meaningless. They are not vulnerable to cramping, boredom, exhaustion, or privation in 
this process if they align their energies across dimensions and through bodies.  

o Human sex entertains some elves, like a sport. Not everyone trains and plays, but there 
are some enthusiasts who have a match every chance they get. Very few humans have 
the patience and stamina to even attempt the glacial melding of the elven way. 

 Moonlight. The moon is the revolving door that manages the interaction of the ethereal plane 
and Prime. Lunestra, the moon goddess, is often holy to elves. The moon provides eldritch 
energy that elves find soothing and restful, or energizing. Moonlight is tied into many of their 
enchanted objects and rituals. Elves identify with the moon, as its phases are constantly shifting 
but it is predictable and changeless. 

 Filestria (Religion). Filestria is the guardian and goddess of the elves. She left the Prime War 
when the elves defected, so she could protect them, and their culture is built around her. She is 
graceful and mysterious, seamlessly moving between woodlands and arcane libraries. She favors 
spellcraft and archery, and her paladins mix their spells and arrows. She embodies the multi-
dimensional blending elves experience as their ethereal energies and physical sensations swirl 
through centuries of life. 

 

History 

 
Kamu the Creator God was the primal force of blending that began history, melding the destructive 
force and the creative force to form reality itself. The Elder Gods spun out of that melding, ruling 
through dragons until they went to war with each other. 
 
Elves were eldritch energy beings weaponized for the multi-planar war of the gods, the Prime War. The 
war hardened the fluid creatures, searing more permanent shapes and traits into them, and the later 
the eldritch warriors bailed from the conflict the more set their forms were. Early deserters became the 
fey, with their many shapes and powers. Those who left the war later were even more hardened and 
consistent and scarred, becoming the Faithful. The elves left before Thesmael, the God of Time, became 
the inheritor of the creators—so time has a light hand on them, not forcing change with the passage of 
years. Filestria, the goddess of elves and magic, dropped out of the war of the gods to watch over her 
people. 
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The Second Age began around year 12,000 and is known as the Age of the Elves. They drove back the 
dragons and used cycles of time and blending to make new life. They were peaceful nomads. Later the 
dwarves taught them to use metal before delving into the mountains and the deeps. This relative peace 
lasted 10,000 years. 
 
The Sealed Age followed, the Age of Dragons, generally marked as year 23,218. Thesmael tightened the 
borders of Prime, gaining measureable and non-flexible time and losing contact with other planes; the 
elves were weakened and confused by this shift. The Faithful returned, burned out from the Prime War, 
and aided the dwarves in overthrowing the elves and building a more regimented world. Wars followed, 
constant and devastating until their eventual Truce of Dolvatch after the War of Stone in year 24,396. 
 
The Second Age of Time saw the rise of humanity. Elves taught humans magic. The gods conducted their 
wars through proxy races and fed off worship of mortals. The modern age rose. The current year is 
around 28,7091. 
 

How Elves Differ 

 
From fey: 
 

 Elves wear a single form, with minor or cosmetic differences across regions and traditions. 

 Elves must study to perform magic, and they are less tuned to primal energies. 

 Elves echo the form of Filestria, their protector goddess, more than whatever natural setting 
surrounds them.  

 Time reshapes elves. It is a slow deterioration, but they are ground down by its grip over 
centuries. Some fey experience time as a poison, but some individuals or types pre-date the 
tightening of time’s grip on the world and escaped the effects. 

 
From humans: 
 

 Their features are narrower, their eyes more slanted, their ears longer and ending in points. 

 They exist across multiple dimensions, long-lived and magical and mysterious.  

 They only sleep 4 hours, but are very difficult to wake. 

 They eat little, excrete little, and have profoundly boring sex. 
 
From the Faithful: 
 

 The Faithful find sunlight deeply painful, and it erodes their magic and enchantments. 

 The Faithful returned to Prime by the back door after time tightened, and they disdain the 
passage of time as a threat. They live until killed, and they can appear to grow younger or older 
to match their current spiritual state and vigor. When they start to feel worn out, they retreat to 
a cocoon in a private defended spot and rest until their goddess drains them to dust or revives 
them with fresh purpose and determination. 

 The Faithful are more rigid; all of them have magical training ingrained, they are born warriors 
with magical capacity interwoven through the fabric of their being. 
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 They do not reproduce through any kind of sex act. Each one of the Faithful is incubated in an 
egg sac in a holy web, with an identity and training injected periodically over the years it takes 
to finish one. It takes a lot of blood, worship, and maintenance to form a new warrior. 

 Survivors of the Prime War have ebony or indigo skin, seared by cosmic battle. The Faithful 
formed since returning to Prime four thousand years ago are albino, almost translucent. 

 
 
 

More Elven Talents 

 

 Wakeful Trigger. ** Constant. When you dream, you can set a circumstance that will wake you 
immediately with no disorientation. Triggered dreaming requires six hours instead of 4 (upgrade 
to reduce to 4.) Examples include touching a hand, saying a name, or changing the light. 
 

 Athletic Sex.** Constant. You know how to adjust your breathing, body temperature, 
attentiveness, rhythm, and physical capacity to have sex in a way that satisfies a human partner 
(or other physically compatible partner; take once per race.) 
 

 Fueled Arcane Nexus.** Constant. For every extra full meal you eat, you gain 1 Awesome Point 
that can only be spent on spellcasting. You can hold up to 1 extra meal per Brawn, and this extra 
energy disperses 1 per hour. 


